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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Procedures to return undocumented migrants to their countries of origin have been of great concern to PICUM and its members in recent years. Conditions of migrants in detention, including the detention of children and their families, violence and violations of the principle of non-refoulement during removal procedures, as well as a lack of access to justice and redress mechanisms are numerous examples of human rights violations migrants face in the process of return.

This position paper stresses the importance of ensuring compliance with fundamental rights in migration control mechanisms and, based on experiences in various member states, highlights a number of shortcomings in several national practices, including systematic and prolonged detention, the detention of children and their families, the lack of effectiveness of return policies and human rights violations in the context of removal procedures.

Standards and procedures applicable to persons subject to a return decision are currently regulated by the EU Return Directive, adopted by the European Union in 2008. The Return directive sets common standards and procedures for returning migrants residing irregularly on the territory of the European Union. The directive also requires EU Member States to issue a return decision to undocumented migrants, unless their status is regularised.

Although the directive formally refers to the need to uphold fundamental rights in the process of returning migrants to their countries of origin, shortcomings and different interpretations in its implementation at national level are negatively impacting migrants’ human rights.

The Return Directive envisages detention as a measure of last resort, only applicable when there is a risk of absconding, and when it is not possible to apply alternative measures. The directive also establishes that the maximum limit of detention shall be for six months, which may be exceptionally extended to a maximum time period of 18 months. Detention of migrants has largely become a systematic part of migration management across the European Union: in the process of transposing the Return Directive to their national legislation, eleven Member States applied the maximum time limit of detention of 18 months and ten Member States extended the maximum legal time limits of detention in comparison with legislation in place before the transposition of the Return Directive.

In relation to systematic and prolonged detention, recent legal developments in Greece and in Italy illustrate different approaches adopted by national legislators when considering the use of detention as a tool for migration management.
In Greece, detention is allowed for virtually undetermined periods, beyond the maximum length of 18 months as established within the Return Directive. The national legislator is currently attempting to use detention as a deterrent for irregular migration, although evidence collected by researchers on the ground indicates that detention does not deter irregular migration, nor does it contribute to an increased effectiveness in removal procedures.

Italy shows an opposite development: legal time limits for detention were recently reduced from a maximum of 18 months to a maximum of 90 days. The decision appears to be based on evidence provided at national level which shows the high costs and low effectiveness of lengthy detention as a tool for migration management.

In relation to the detention of children, the Return Directive stipulates that children should only be detained as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time. Nonetheless, 17 EU member states reportedly detain unaccompanied children and 19 member states detain families with children. By allowing detention of children as a measure of last resort, the Return Directive breaches the principles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, by failing to recognise that detention of a child because of their or their parent’s migration status always constitutes a child rights violation. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Council of Europe have both recently clarified that children should never be detained for immigration purposes and detention can never be justified as in a child’s best interests.

The Return Directive also establishes procedural safeguards aimed at ensuring migrants’ human rights in the process of return. For example, the directive provides that return decisions and re-entry bans shall be clearly motivated in law and in fact and should be issued in writing. However, research carried out in Italy in 2014 shows that return and detention decisions are often motivated only through standard formulas and that, in some cases, a motivation is completely lacking.

Based on the impacts on undocumented migrants of the provisions established within the Return Directive as identified by PICUM members, this position paper aims at informing the debate on possible further development of the EU return policy by providing concrete policy recommendations concerning the situation faced by undocumented migrants within the return process.
1. THE RETURN DIRECTIVE: A CRITICAL OVERVIEW

Directive 2008/115/EC on “common standards and procedures in Member States for returning illegally staying third-country nationals” was adopted by the European Union in December 2008. The Directive sets out common standards and procedures for returning migrants residing irregularly on the territory of the European Union, in accordance with “fundamental rights as general principles of Community law as well as international law, including refugee protection and human rights obligations” (Art. 1).

Despite formally referring in Article 1 to the need of upholding fundamental rights in the process of returning migrants, the directive fails to establish a principled policy on return which fully respects migrants’ dignity and human rights. In addition, the references to human rights in the text are vague and mostly limited to the introduction.

In the European Union, migration management remains mostly a competence of the member states, as it is still considered an issue of national sovereignty and often approached from a security perspective. Although harmonization of rules at EU level has been progressing over the past years, progress towards a common policy towards regular channels for migration and migration management is still needed. In the absence of a comprehensive policy governing the admission of migrants and migration management at European level, the European Union, with the adoption of the Return Directive, has nonetheless tried to agree on “common standards and procedures” for returning those residing irregularly in the territory of Member States. Although their efficiency has not been proven in the context of ensuring effective removal, coercive and punitive measures established within the Return Directive, such as prolonged pre-removal detention and re-entry bans, have now become common tools systematically used by Member States for management of migration and return.


2 The obligation for member states not to exceed the maximum duration of 18 months was clearly underlined by the Court of Justice in the Kadzoev judgment of 30 November 2009, Case C-357/09 PPU Said Shamilovich Kadzoev (Huchbarov) v. Bulgaria, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/legal_service/arrets/09c357_en.pdf. In the decision, the Court intervened concerning the conditions of detention under article 15 of the Return Directive. The Court first specified that to calculate whether the maximum duration of detention laid down in Directive 2008/115/EC has been exceeded, it is necessary to calculate any period of detention carried out before the Return Directive was applied. Furthermore, the decision underlines that being a threat to public order or public safety cannot be invoked as a ground to detain a person under the Return Directive if the 18-month period has expired.
The following issues are some critical aspects of the Return Directive:

1.1 Systematic administrative detention for the purpose of removal

One of the most debated aspects of the Return Directive concerns the detention of third-country nationals under repatriation order. It is to be noted that, with the provisions introduced by the Return Directive, in particular the measure imposing a time limit to detention of 6 months, which may be extended exceptionally to maximum 18 months, the detention of migrants has largely become a systematic part of migration management across EU Member States.

As part of the implementation of the legal measures provided within the Directive, 11 Member States have applied the maximum time limit of detention of 18 months and ten Member States have extended the maximum legal time limits of detention. As a case in point, in France, the maximum length of detention of 32 days as of Law No. 2003-1119 of 26 November 2003, was increased to a maximum of 45 days as a consequence of the transposition of the Return Directive on 16 June 2011. Migration detention in France is now “[…] limited to the time strictly necessary to organise the removal and, except in some cases, cannot exceed 45 days.” The Italian Government also initially extended the maximum time limit for detention by twelve months but the new law approved in October 2014 now provides a maximum limit of detention of 90 days.

The Directive establishes that detention for the purpose of removal shall only be used if other sufficient but less coercive measures cannot be applied effectively in a specific case, particularly when there is a risk of absconding, or the person concerned avoids or hampers the preparation of return or the removal process.

According to the Directive, detention shall only be ordered by administrative or judicial authorities, in writing, with reasons being given in fact and in law, and must be subject to speedy judicial review upon request. In case of unlawful detention or when no reasonable prospect of removal exists, the third-country national concerned shall be released immediately (Art. 15). The EU Court of Justice has clarified that the administrative detention period must be limited solely to instances where migrants are awaiting repatriation.

---


6 See: Service Publique, « Rétention administrative d’un étranger en instance d’éloignement », available at: http://vosdroits.service-public.fr/particuliers/F2780.xhtml. In France, the average length of detention has been 11.2 days since this law was enacted, and 9.7 days over the whole year 2011. However, this lengthening of the waiting period has not ensured efficacy, nor has it helped improve the conditions of recognition of his nationality by consular authorities. Individuals who could not be identified within 32 days have not been better identified since the law of 2011; consulates have simply extended the deadline for submitting their replies to let the French administration know if the migrant is of their nationality. See: Point of No Return, “The Futile Detention of Unreturnable Migrants, FactsheetThe Detention of Migrants in France”, January 2014, available at: http://pointofnoretturn.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/PONR_Factsheet_FR_HR.pdf.


8 See above: Case C-357/09 PPU Said Shamilovich Kadzoev (Huchbarov) v. Bulgaria.
However, the extension of the detention period in a number of member states leads to increasing difficulties for migrants in the detention facilities waiting to be deported. The Court of Justice also clarified that criminal sanctions for non-compliance of a repatriation order following a period for voluntary departure may not be applied by Member States, as the sanction—including detention—may jeopardise the achievement of the objectives pursued by the directive, depriving it of its effectiveness.\(^9\)

Although the directive stipulates that detention shall be ordered by legal or administrative authorities with appropriate motivation in fact and in law, detention orders and judicial validations of the arrest often lack a specific motivation and fail to take into account the individual circumstances and potential protection needs or vulnerability factors of the migrant involved.

1.3 Detention of children and their families

The directive further provides that a particular limit has to be established in relation to the detention of children and families, who should only be detained as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time. The directive establishes that the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration in the context of the detention of children pending removal (Art. 17).

However, by allowing detention of children as a measure of last resort, the Return Directive breaches the principles of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, by failing to recognise that detention of a child because of their or their parent’s migration status always constitutes a child rights violation and contravenes the principle of the best interests of the child.

---

1.4 Re-entry bans and criminalisation of migration

Another highly criticised element of the Return Directive is the EU-wide re-entry ban imposed on all undocumented migrants who have undergone a forced return procedure. According to the directive, the length of the re-entry ban should be determined with due regard to all the relevant circumstances of each individual case and should not, in principle, exceed five years - unless the third-country national represents a serious threat to public or national security. Moreover, member states should consider withdrawing or suspending the ban in cases where a third-country national can demonstrate that he or she has left the territory of a member state in full compliance with a return decision (Art. 11).

However, imposing lengthy re-entry bans on migrants who have been subject to forced removals in the past consists of an undeniably punitive measure and contributes to a logic of criminalisation of migration. Bans on return accomplish deterrence and retributive goals and cannot be justified in remedial terms. The imposition of re-entry bans should therefore always be subject to proportionality reviews on an individual basis. The right to appeal against the imposition of a re-entry ban should always be granted. Bans on lawful return may violate case-by-case proportionality, as they raise an issue of gross disproportionality with the rights to private and family life and function as an administrative sentence that in many cases could bear radically greater effects than a criminal sentence that was or could have been imposed.

1.5 Procedural safeguards and possibility to challenge the removal and detention orders

The Return Directive provides a number of procedural safeguards which are defined in paragraph 11 of the preamble: “We need to establish common minimum legal safeguards on decisions related to return, for the effective protection of the interests of the persons concerned”. However, in the case of a return decision, procedural safeguards are limited in practice. The directive establishes that return decisions, decisions banning re-entry and decisions to repatriate must be issued in writing, have to be motivated in fact and law and must provide information about the availability of legal assistance (Art. 12).

In line with the Return Directive, migrants should be granted language assistance and legal aid to appeal against removal orders before a competent and impartial judicial or administrative authority (Art. 13). However, despite formal recognition of migrants’ right to access justice through the courts in national law, procedures before national courts often do not have a suspensive effect against the removal order and migrants may therefore be deported before they are able to realise their right to access justice.
2. ENSURING PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS AND NON-ARBITRARINESS OF DETENTION (ARTICLES 15-16)

Directive 2008/115/EC on “common standards and procedures in Member States for returning illegally staying third-country nationals” contains specific provisions relating to the use of coercive force by member states, outside the criminal justice system and the control of the judiciary power, to carry out the removal of third-country nationals. In relation to the issue of detention for migration purposes, the Return Directive establishes that undocumented migrants may lawfully be detained for the purposes of return or removal where other less coercive measures cannot be applied.

In line with international human rights law, detention must be prescribed by law and necessary, reasonable and proportional to the objectives to be achieved. Although the Return Directive stipulates that detention should be a measure of last resort, in practice, very few viable alternatives to detention have been explored by the European Union and its Member States and administrative detention for migration purposes is currently applied systematically across the European Union.

A report published in 2014 by Pueblos Unidos highlights that immigration detention is overused by the national authorities. Pueblos Unidos also found that, in many cases, detention is used even when there are no reasonable prospects for deportation. For example, in Barcelona in 2013, 54% of detainees were reportedly released while 46% were deported. The report also points out that the Spanish legal framework has many guarantees, but lacks implementation in practice. Judicial review is often ineffective and the quality of legal representation for migrants in detention is reportedly often very low.

10 For example, Article 8(4) of Directive 2008/115/EC provides that: “Where Member States use – as a last resort – coercive measures to carry out the removal of a third-country national who resists removal, such measures shall be proportionate and shall not exceed reasonable force”.

11 See Article 15(1).


13 See: Pueblos Unidos, “CIE Informe 2013, Criminalizados, Internados, Expulsados”, March 2014, available at: http://www.entre culturas.org/files/documentos/estudios_e_informes/InformeCIE2013.pdf?download. In the report, Pueblos Unidos has found that the particularities of each case are not analysed and evaluated and that the police reportedly automatically request admission to the detention centres (CIEs) when an individual has a removal order, ignoring the particularities of the case, such as if the person has a pending application for a residence permit. Courts tend to rubber stamp detention applications, although detention is supposed to be a measure of last resort.
For example in Spain, immigration detention is more commonly used by the national authorities than alternatives to detention. Civil society organisations monitoring the use of administrative detention in Spain have found that, although the Spanish legal framework provides for various guarantees, including alternatives to detention, in the context of migration management, an individual assessment of each case is often not carried out by the competent judicial authorities and, as a result, alternatives to detention are not applied in practice.\footnote{Ibid.}

PICUM is particularly concerned that the practice of administrative detention for migration purposes is not systematically accompanied by legal guarantees and human rights protection for detained migrants. While the Return Directive does contain fundamental rights guarantees for migrants in the process of return (articles 14-18), these principles are often not applied in most EU countries.\footnote{This for example has been witnessed by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants who, as part of his country visits to Italy, Greece, Tunisia and Turkey in 2012 and 2013, repeatedly witnessed inadequate procedures for detention, including the failure to guarantee proper legal representation, lack of access for detainees to consular services, and interpretation or translation services, lack of appropriate detection procedures for vulnerable individuals and lack of recourse to effective remedies. See: Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, François Crépeau, 24 April 2013, A/HRC/23/46, available at: http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/RegularSession/Session23/A.HRC.23.46_en.pdf.}

Several EU Member States may currently detain irregular migrants for irregular entry or stay, beyond what is allowed by the Return Directive, as such acts are considered to be subject to criminal law sanctions under national law.\footnote{Currently, irregular border crossing or irregular stay is formally considered an offence under criminal law in 17 EU Member States. In other EU Member States, irregular entry or stay is often considered to be an administrative offence rather than a crime (as for example in the Czech Republic, according to the Act on Residence of Foreign Nationals in the territory of the Czech Republic, and in Slovakia, see Article 76 of the Act on. 48/2002 Coll. on the residence of Foreigners). In 12 member states, irregular entry or irregular stay can be punished by imprisonment, which, in Bulgaria can be up to 5 years. For more information see: EU Fundamental Rights Agency, “Fundamental rights of migrants in an irregular situation in the European Union”, 2001, available at: http://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/1827-FRA_2011_Migrants_in_an_irregular_situation_EN.pdf. For more detailed information see also: European Migration Network, “Practical Measures to Reduce Irregular Migration”, EU Synthesis Report, October 2012, available at: http://www.emnbelgium.be/sites/default/files/publications/0a_emn_synthesis_report_irregular_migration_publication_april_20131.pdf, see in particular Annex V for more information on criminalisation of irregular migration in Europe.}

Although, in principle, criminal law does not fall within EU competence, recent jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) clarified that “a Member State may not apply criminal law rules which are liable to undermine the application of the common standards and procedures established by Directive 2008/115 and thus to deprive it of its effectiveness”.\footnote{CJEU, C-61/11, El Dridi, 28 April 2011, paragraphs 55-59; CJEU, C-329/11 [2011] Alexandre Achoughbabian v. Préfet du Val-de-Marne, 6 December 2011, paragraphs 39 and 43; CJEU, C-430/11, Sogor, 6 December 2012 (concerning the imposition of a fine), paragraph 32.}

The CJEU further clarified that detention for the offence of irregular stay, before carrying out the removal, unnecessarily delays the removal process\footnote{CJEU, C-329/11 [2011] Alexandre Achoughbabian v. Préfet du Val-de-Marne, 6 December 2011, paragraph 40.} and it is therefore not allowed, under EU law, to prosecute a migrant in an irregular situation under criminal law, before a return decision is adopted and implemented.\footnote{Ibid., paragraph 45.}

In particular, PICUM members identified the following shortcomings within the practical implementation of the benchmarks set out by the Return Directive at national levels:

\begin{itemize}
  \item Several EU Member States may currently detain irregular migrants for irregular entry or stay, beyond what is allowed by the Return Directive, as such acts are considered to be subject to criminal law sanctions under national law.
  \item Although, in principle, criminal law does not fall within EU competence, recent jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) clarified that “a Member State may not apply criminal law rules which are liable to undermine the application of the common standards and procedures established by Directive 2008/115 and thus to deprive it of its effectiveness”.
  \item The CJEU further clarified that detention for the offence of irregular stay, before carrying out the removal, unnecessarily delays the removal process and it is therefore not allowed, under EU law, to prosecute a migrant in an irregular situation under criminal law, before a return decision is adopted and implemented.
\end{itemize}
Legal developments in Italy and in Greece illustrate the different approaches adopted by national legislators when considering the use of detention as a tool for migration management. On the one hand, in Greece, by allowing detention for virtually undetermined periods beyond the maximum length of 18 months established within the Return Directive, the national legislator is currently attempting to use detention as a deterrent for irregular migration, although evidence collected by researchers on the ground indicates that detention does not deter irregular migration, nor does it contribute to an increased effectiveness in removal procedures. 22

On the other hand, in Italy, the national legislator has recently decided to decrease the legal time limits for detention from a maximum of 18 months to a new maximum of 90 days. The decision appears to be based on evidence provided at national level, showing the high costs and low effectiveness of lengthy detention as a tool for migration management. 23

---


21 Ibid., p. 17. In particular, the following Member States have increased the maximum length of detention as a result of the implementation of the Return Directive: France, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Portugal, Slovakia and Spain.


GREECE

Extension of the legal time limits for detention beyond 18 months

The Greek State Legal Council issued its Legal Opinion 44/2014 on 20 March 2014, which concerns persons who are held in detention on the basis of a return order, and whose removal cannot be carried out because of lack of cooperation.

The Legal Opinion allows for undocumented migrants who fail to cooperate in the process of return to be issued with a detention order beyond the initial 18 months limit provided for within the Return Directive and for an undetermined period of time. In blatant contrast with the safeguards provided within Article 15 of the Return Directive, the Legal Opinion allows for prolonged and undetermined deprivation of liberty. Such practice is in clear violation of Article 15(6) of the EU Return Directive as interpreted by the Court of Justice of the European Union.24 It is to be noted that, in its ruling, the Court did not allow for exceptions to the maximum duration of detention for the purpose of removal to be established under any circumstances.

Over a hundred individual decisions allowing for a detention period beyond the initial period of 18 months have already been adopted at national level.25 For example, in a decision issued on 13 April 2014 to a person who had been detained since 13 October 2012 (for a total period of 18 months), the national authorities established, in line with Opinion 44/2014, that, in case of continued lack of cooperation, the person concerned could be issued with measures providing “mandatory stay in the detention facility where he is being already held”.

A first claim against Opinion 44/2014 was brought by the Athens Administrative Court of First Instance on 23 May 2014. The Court ruled against the indefinite detention of migrants and found that the measures established within Opinion 44/2014 were not founded on any formal legislative provisions and effectively constituted a prolongation of detention beyond the 18 month time limit set by the Return Directive. The Afghan migrant concerned in the case had already been detained for the 18-month limit, and should therefore have been released.

Following this case, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) ruled on 26 June 2014 that conditions in detention centres in Thessaloniki and in Athens constituted inhuman or degrading treatment and were in violation of the European Convention on Human Rights.26

It is to be noted that a systematic implementation of a policy allowing unlimited and lengthy detention could affect hundreds of people currently being held for migration purposes in Greece. According to the 44/2014 Opinion, around 7,500 migrants are detained in pre-removal centres and in other detention facilities, of which approximately 300 detainees have already reached the 18-month period. This development clearly shows that Greece is currently acting in violation of the safeguards established within the Return Directive, and subjecting migrants to periods of extremely long and systematic detention.27 On 9 February 2015, the Greek Deputy Minister for Public Order addressed the Greek Parliament as part of his first policy speech and made a commitment to ensure the end of indefinite detention of migrants under return procedures.28

24 CJEU, C-357/09, PPU Said Shamilovich Kadzoev (Huchbarov). In particular see: para. 69: “[I]t must be pointed out that, as is apparent in particular from paragraphs 37, 54 and 61 above, Article 15(6) of Directive 2008/115 in no case authorises the maximum period defined in that provision to be exceeded”, even where “the person concerned ... is not in possession of valid documents, his conduct is aggressive, and he has no means of supporting himself and no accommodation or means supplied by the Member State for that purpose”.

25 In a document addressed on 5 November 2014 to the Group of Lawyers for the Rights of Migrants and Refugees in Greece, the Athens Administrative Court confirmed that, as of the beginning of November 2014, the court had analysed 150 cases of prolonged detention: in 127 cases, the court found a violation and established that the migrants should be released, whereas 23 cases were rejected. For more information refer to: Group of Lawyers for the Rights of Migrants and Refugees, at http://omadadikigorwnenglish.blogspot.be/. Throughout 2014, the Greek Council for Refugees provided
legal assistance to ten migrants to challenge the lawfulness of their detention beyond 18 months before the Athens First Instance Administrative Court. In all ten cases the Greek authorities had imposed de facto orders of indefinite detention after the third country nationals concerned had been held for the maximum period of 18 months envisaged in the Greek and EU legislation. The cases concerned nationals of Iran, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Cote d’Ivoire, Nigeria, Tunisia and Egypt, who were held between 19 and 23 months in total. In all these cases, the competent judges found that the extended detention was not in accordance with existing legislation. For more information see: Amnesty International and Greek Council for Refugees, Joint Public Statement, 11 February 2015, available at: http://www.gcr.gr/index.php/en/news/press-releases-announcements/item/445-deltio-typou-11-2-2015.

Moreover, the measure comes in addition to the appalling conditions in detention centres in Greece that are already well-documented. In April 2014, Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) published a report on the invisible suffering of migrants detained in Greece, concluding that detention has devastating consequences on the health and human dignity of these people. See: Médecins Sans Frontières, “Invisible Suffering”, April 2014, available at: http://www.doctorswithoutborders.org/sites/usa/files/attachments/invisible_suffering.pdf. The report details that migrants and asylum seekers suffer from a wide range of illnesses, anxiety, depression and undertake extreme acts such as hunger strikes, self-harm and suicide attempts as a result of substandard conditions and the lack of adequate medical assistance.

ITALY

Lengthy detention does not increase effectiveness of removal

In Italy, mandatory detention for migrants irregularly residing on the territory of the state was first introduced in 1998 by the Turco-Napolitano Law.29

In May 2008, the newly elected Berlusconi government, claiming the need to urgently address the “persistent and extraordinary influx of non-EU citizens”, declared a “state of emergency”, which led to the adoption of a new “Security Package” (Pacchetto Sicurezza)30 aimed at facilitating expulsions and addressing irregular migration.

As part of the “Security Package,” in July 2009, the national legislator adopted new “Provisions relating to Public Safety” (Disposizioni in materia di sicurezza pubblica), which amended the 1998 Consolidated Immigration Act.31 Article 6 of the Immigration Act was then amended to introduce for the first time in Italian law the crime of irregular stay in Italy, punishable with imprisonment of up to one year and a fine of up to 2,000 Euros. The amended legislation also extended the maximum length of detention of undocumented migrants from 60 days to 180 days.32

The Security Package also included provisions that allowed for the imprisonment for up to four years of migrants found to have remained in the country in violation of a voluntary departure period. In its El Dridi judgment,33 the Court of Justice of the European Union, when asked to assess whether such custodial sentence was compatible with the EU Return Directive, ruled that, although criminal law falls under national competence, national legislation may not deprive EU law – and in this case the Return Directive - of its effectiveness. The Court highlighted that a criminal sanction of imprisonment would risk jeopardising the achievement of a key objective of the Return Directive, namely the establishment of effective removal procedures.34

When transposing the Return Directive into national legislation in August 2011, the Italian legislator decided to increase the time limit for detention, by arguing that an increase in the maximum allowed time of detention of up to 18 months would allow a better management of forced returns across the country. In August 2011, the Consolidated Immigration Act was amended by the Law 129/201135, which, transposing the Return Directive into Italian legislation, further extended the maximum legal limit for detention from 180 days to 18 months.

Although the rationale behind the extension of the maximum period of detention in Italy was to grant more time to the administration for the identification of the third-country nationals concerned, this did not lead in practice to the expected result, as very often the identification was proven to be very difficult to achieve or often impossible even after six months of detention, limit after which the migrants concerned were usually released. In its 2004 annual audit, the Italian Court of Auditors examined the general spending on migration management and found that the extension of the maximum period of detention is of limited use as a means to increase expulsions.36

In order to adopt a more evidence-based and realistic approach to migration management, Italy has modified its immigration legislation with Law 161/201437 adopted on 30 October 2014 and effective as of 25 November 2014. As part of the new legislation, the maximum time limit of detention was reduced from 18 months to 90 days.38

---

34 A similar question, concerning the compatibility of a custodial sentence for migrants found to have re-entered the country in violation of a re-entry ban, is currently under the scrutiny of the Court of Justice of the European Union. The Court of Florence (Tribunale di Firenze) asked the Court of Justice of the European Union to clarify whether imposing a sanction of imprisonment in case of breach of a re-entry ban would be contrary to the main objective of the Return Directive to achieve effective removal procedures. The Court of Florence lodged a request for a preliminary ruling to the Court of Justice of the European Union on 12 June 2014. The question referred was the following: “Do the provisions of Directive 2008/115 preclude a Member State’s legislation which provides for the imposition of a sentence of imprisonment of up to four years on an illegally staying third-country national [Or.10] who, having been returned to his country of origin either as a criminal law sanction nor as a consequence of a criminal law sanction, has re-entered the territory of the State in breach of a lawful re-entry ban but has not been the subject of the coercive measures provided for by Article 8 of Directive 2008/115 with a view to his swift and effective removal?” See: Court of Justice of the European Union, Criminal proceedings against Skerdjan Celaj, Case C-290/14, available at: http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?doclang=en&text=&pageIndex=0&docid=156225&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=req&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=35968.
38 According to the new legislation, detention can be ordered for an initial maximum period of 60 days, which can be further prolonged by a judge for 30 additional days, for a total of 90 days. For a more detailed analysis of the new legislation see: ASGI, “Le modifiche al D.Lgs 286/98 in materia di espulsioni e trattenimenti degli stranieri apportate dalla legge 30.10.2014, n. 161 (Legge Europea 2013 bis)”, available at: http://www.asgi.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/ASGI-Commento-modifiche-legge-n.-161-2014-22.11.2014.pdf.
2.2 Grounds for imposing detention and the importance of better defining the “risk of absconding”

In line with the principles of necessity and proportionality and with the preventive nature of administrative detention established within the Return Directive, pre-removal administrative detention could only be justified by a well-established risk of absconding or threat to public order.

However, in order to prevent systematic detention, clear safeguards against presumption of risk for public order or of absconding on the sole basis of irregular status should be established in the national systems. The Return Directive’s preamble enshrines vaguely such presumption, as it reminds that “decisions taken under [the] Directive should be adopted on a case-by-case basis and based on objective criteria, implying that consideration should go beyond the mere fact of irregular stay”. However, it is important to recall that the preamble has a non-binding nature and therefore suggests a recommendation, rather than imposing a clear requirement on the national authorities. In this context, immigration authorities may and often do rely on the broad terms used in the Directive to systematically detain migrants on account of alleged risk of absconding.

Although the risk of absconding is one of the two explicitly listed grounds in the Return Directive providing states the ability to impose detention for up to six months (Article 15(1)(a)), the directive lacks clear safeguards to prevent authorities from relying on the alleged risk of absconding to systematically detain migrants in return proceedings. The Directive vaguely defines the risk of absconding as “the existence of reasons in an individual case which are based on objective criteria defined by law to believe that a person under return procedures may abscond” (Article 3(7)). The task to better define the “objective criteria” indicating a potential risk of absconding is left by the Directive to the national legislator. Controversially, the existing “objective criteria” identified by the national legislators significantly differ across Europe and the national legislation of several Member States lists amongst the “objective criteria” for defining the risk of absconding the mere lack of identity documents or an instance of irregular entry and/or irregular stay, thus establishing a de facto presumption of risk of absconding towards all undocumented migrants issued with removal directions. In these circumstances, national authorities, in breach of the safeguards established within the Return Directive, fail to give due consideration to the individual circumstances of the person involved when identifying a risk of absconding to justify detention.

In fact, in several Member States (including Slovenia, Belgium and Italy), individual circumstances do not appear to play an important role in the assessment of a risk of absconding. For example, in Belgium, the assessment of individual circumstances is mostly “formal” and a risk of absconding is often assumed, based on the migrants’ inability to provide the authorities with an official address in Belgium.40 Similarly, in Italy, when requested to assess the individual circumstances of the case, justices of the peace41 and competent administrative authorities seem to give only superficial consideration of the individual circumstances and make wide use of repetitive and standardised judicial formulae in their official determinations and validations of arrests.42

Issues concerning lengthy and prolonged detention, coupled with the lack of a clear definition of the risk of absconding, as a ground justifying the administrative detention of migrants facing forced removal procedures, create the conditions for the systematic use of detention as a tool for migration management in the context of removal. This clearly contravenes the principles of necessity, reasonability and proportionality, therefore not ensuring protection against the arbitrariness of detention in line with international human rights standards.

40 The Belgian Immigration Act (article 1,11°) defines the concept of risk of absconding as “a real and actual risk that the third-country national, who is the subject of a procedure of removal, may abscond from the authorities”. The law states that the Immigration Office should decide on the basis of objective and serious elements, however, the legislation does not list objective criteria to measure the risk of absconding. An explanatory memorandum of the Immigration Act lists some examples of elements that can give an indication of the risk of absconding, including: change of place of residence during the period of validity of the return decision without informing the Immigration Office, staying on the territory after the period foreseen in the return decision or having entered irregularly into the Schengen territory and not having asked for international protection or a residence permit. An internal service note of the Immigration Office also contains a non-exhaustive list including the case where the address of the migrant is unknown. See: EMN Focused Study 2014, “Detention and alternatives to detention in Belgium”, June 2014, p. 20, available at: http://www.emnbelgium.be/sites/default/files/publications/be_report_emn_study_detention_and_alternatives_to_detention_2014__final_0.pdf.

41 The Justice of the peace, in Italian “giudice di pace” is an honorary position, not a career judge, nominated on the basis of fixed requirements; the office is held for a period of four years, which may be renewed once. There are approximately 4,700 “giudici di pace” in Italy, distributed in 848 offices throughout the national territory (as of January, 2003). They are remunerated in the form of a fee for work carried out. The Italian Parliament adopted Law no. 271 of 12 November 2004, which converted into legislation the emergency Law Decree no. 241/2004 of 14 September 2004. This legislation assigned the task of judicial supervision in relation to expulsion, forced accompaniment and detention to the justice of the peace, removing it from professional judges in tribunals. For more information see: International Commission of Jurists (ICJ), “Undocumented Justice for Migrants in Italy”, October 2014, pp. 9-15, available at: http://www.asylumlawdatabase.eu/en/content/icj-%E2%80%9Cundocumented%E2%80%9D-justice-migrants-italy. See also: European Commission, European Judicial Network, “Organisation of Justice in Italy”, available at: http://ec.europa.eu/civiljustice/org_justice/ org_justice_it_en.htm.

3. DETENTION IS NEVER IN THE CHILD’S BEST INTERESTS (ARTICLE 17)

Although international human rights law stipulates that a child should never be detained, the Return Directive establishes that children and families can be detained as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time. The directive also highlights that the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration in the context of the detention of children pending removal, but fails to establish that detention or separation from their parents or caregivers, as a consequence of detention of the parent or caregiver, is never in a child’s best interests.  

Despite the strict limitations on the use of detention for children and families in the Return Directive, and although many EU member states’ legislation prohibits detention of vulnerable people or limits their detention to ‘exceptional circumstances’, the EU-funded evaluation of the implementation of the Return Directive found that 17 EU member states reportedly detain unaccompanied children. Evidence collected within the evaluation report suggests that 19 countries detain families with children. Eight reported that they do not detain families with children. Some countries, as for example Sweden, allow for the detention of unaccompanied children only in “exceptional circumstances”. It is however worth noting that, in the case of Sweden, “exceptional circumstances” were identified on 14 occasions throughout 2013, when 99 children were detained, of which 14 were unaccompanied. Recent jurisprudence on the national level is also challenging the legitimacy of member states’ practices in detaining families with children through the reference to the right to family life in the Return Directive.

43 Arts. 5, 10 and 17 of Directive 2008/115/EC.
45 Ibid., p. 11.
46 Ibid.
48 In a ruling issued on 28 January 2015, the Spanish Supreme Court established that Spain’s separation of families in detention, through articles 7.3 (2) and 16.2 (K) of the Real Decreto 162/2014 of 14 March 2014, violate Article 17.2 of the Return Directive recognising the right to family life. The Supreme Court clarified that families can only be detained if their family unit and right to privacy can be guaranteed in a separate accommodation. The ruling is the result of a claim presented by Andalucía Acoge, SOS Racismo and APDH, available at: http://acoge.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/La-demanda-punto-por-punto.pdf.
The detention of children for immigration purposes is a direct violation of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which is the most widely ratified UN human rights. When initially adopted in November 1989, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child clearly stated in Article 37(b), that no child shall be deprived of his or her liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily. The CRC also states that, where a child is nevertheless deprived of liberty, arrest, detention or imprisonment shall be in conformity with the law and shall be used only as a measure of last resort and for the shortest appropriate period of time.

The United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child, the governing body of the CRC, has further clarified that children should never be detained for immigration purposes, and detention can never be justified as in a child’s best interests. Through General Comment n. 6 adopted in 2005, and more recently, in February 2013, the Committee clearly established that the detention of a child because of their or their parent’s migration status, whether they are unaccompanied, separated, or together with parents or other caregivers, always constitutes a child rights violation and contravenes the principle of the best interests of the child.

Similarly, various regional bodies in recent months have weighed in on the issue, reaffirming that detention of children can never be justified on the basis of their or their family members’ migration status. For example, when consulted on the interpretation of the “last resort” principle of detention as a preventive measure in the context of migration-related proceedings, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights recently stated in an Advisory Opinion that states may not resort to the deprivation of liberty of children as a precautionary measure to protect the objectives of immigration proceedings. The Court also specified that States may not detain a child on the basis of a failure to comply with entry and residence requirements and urged states to adopt other less harmful alternatives and, at the same time, to protect the rights of the child integrally and as a priority. The Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly also recently adopted Resolution 2056 (2014), which urges member states to introduce and enforce laws banning the detention of children for immigration reasons.


50 UN Committee on the Rights of the Child (UN CRC), General Comment No. 6 (2005), on the treatment of unaccompanied or separated children outside their country of origin, paragraph 61.


BELGIUM

Detention is never in the child’s best interest:
the evolution of law and practice

Following the condemnation of child detention practices in Belgium by two rulings of the European Court of Human Rights, Belgian authorities have taken measures to limit the administrative detention of both families with children and unaccompanied children.

In a 2006 case brought before the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), the court condemned Belgium for violations of Article 3 (prohibition of inhuman treatment), Article 5 (right to liberty and security) and Article 8 (right to respect for private and family life) of the European Convention on Human Rights. The case concerned the decision by Belgian authorities to detain a 5-year-old Congolese girl named Tabitha who was trying to join her mother in Canada. The girl was held in a closed centre for two months without an appointed guardian and then deported, alone, to her country of origin.

In January 2010, the ECHR ruled on a second case involving the detention of children in Belgium. In the case of Muskhadzhiyeva et autres c. Belgique, four Chechen children were detained along with their mother in a detention centre, with a view of returning them to Poland under the EU’s Dublin II Convention. The Court ruled that, although the mother was lawfully held in detention, the detention of her children was unlawful. The court stated that Belgium violated Article 3 and Article 5 of the European Convention on Human Rights.

Further to the negative decisions of the European Court of Human Rights and public concern around the detention of undocumented migrant children, Belgian authorities took measures to limit the administrative detention of families with children, as well as unaccompanied children. The rulings established by the European Court on Human Rights drove Belgium to move towards a better system to ensure protection of migrant children’s fundamental rights in the area of detention.

On 1 October 2008, the Minister for Asylum and Migration Policy created specialised housing, called “open return houses”, addressed at families awaiting removal. Families apprehended at the border continued to be initially detained at the closed detention centre “Transit Centre 127 bis”. However, in October 2009, the Minister for Asylum and Migration Policy made a commitment to effectively end the detention of families in Belgium.

While Belgium has been lauded for its promising practice in developing alternatives to detention, there remain concerns around these ‘open return houses’. It is increasingly common for the family to be separated and one parent or other family members detained while the children and their mother are kept in the open return house. Further, placement in an open return house is not the least restrictive alternative to detention necessary in some cases.

“Open return houses” are designated residences for apprehended undocumented families, individual houses and apartments in the community. Family members are allowed to exit the house, providing that one adult member of the family remains present in the unit at all times. They can also receive visitors. They are provided educational, medical, logistical and administrative assistance.

Each family is assigned a coach by the Immigration Office who acts as the official intermediary between the Belgian authorities and all other stakeholders (for example medical costs are only reimbursed if the appointment with the doctor was made by the coach). The maximum duration of stay is 2 months, which can be extended to a maximum of 5 months total. During this time, families are given counselling from a ‘return coach’ to encourage cooperation with return. Though the focus is on return, the return coach should also consider possibilities for regularisation, providing a case resolution approach.

Immigration authorities can decide to detain the family in a closed centre if the rules of the family units are not respected, if the family refuses to cooperate with return and it is deemed the only option at the end of the accompaniment procedure, or if the family absconds.
A new law\textsuperscript{52} has been adopted that introduces the possibility for some undocumented families to reside in their own homes during the return procedure and addresses some of these concerns. Families that meet the conditions do not need to be displaced from their homes. This also avoids negative impacts on children's access to education, which is difficult in practice in 'open return houses' due to lack of available space in schools, short windows of time prior to the return, etc. The conditions include that they are a home owner or have an official rental contract or an agreement with the owner, and that the family meets regularly and cooperates with their case officer, and that they can meet their subsistence needs. However, this alternative to detention does not provide for coaching, and requires direct cooperation with return.

Further, despite the "open return houses" being considered a successful alternative to detention, as well as the ministerial commitment to end child detention in October 2009, the legal framework still allows children and their families to be detained in closed detention centres.\textsuperscript{62} An amendment of the law, that came into force on 27 February 2012, provides that "normally" a family would not be placed into a closed center, "unless this center is adapted to the needs of families with minor children", and that "a family (...) may be detained in order to proceed to the deportation (...) in a center adapted to the needs (...) for a duration as short as possible". The agreement of the new federal government published on 10 October 2014 reiterates plans to establish closed family units within the detention centre 127bis, for some border cases and for families considered not to be cooperating with 'open return house' procedures. The law introducing the possibility for some undocumented families to reside in their own homes during the return preparations establishes three sanctions for families that do not comply with the conditions of the agreement: transfer to an open return house, transfer of one adult family member to a closed detention centre, and transfer of the whole family to a family unit in a detention centre. This law raises serious concerns, as it both reiterates the policy of detaining children in family units in closed detention centres and formalises the policy of family separation by detaining one adult. Family units are under construction. The failure to establish a legal interdiction on detaining families with children within the Belgian legal framework by the government has been criticised by Belgian civil society organisations, as it paved the way for the return of a practice of detention of children.\textsuperscript{64}

---


\textsuperscript{56} Ibid, Para. 8-37.

\textsuperscript{58} Ibid, Para. 63, 74-5.


\textsuperscript{61} In October 2008, a pilot project of the "open family units" was launched. Families with children who were already present on the territory and received a removal order, were included in the program. In October 2009, it was enlarged to include asylum-seekers families who were not allowed to enter into Belgium but needed to stay more than 48 hours before they could be returned.

\textsuperscript{62} Royal Decree of 17 September 2014.


4. ENSURING ACCESS TO JUSTICE AND REMEDIES TO CHALLENGE THE RETURN DECISION AND THE DETENTION ORDER (ARTICLES 12-14)

The Return Directive establishes procedural safeguards aimed at ensuring access to justice for migrants in the process of return and for migrants who are held in the detention pending removal. According to Article 12 of the Return Directive, return decisions and entry-ban decisions on removal shall be clearly motivated in law and in fact and should be issued in writing. Article 13 of the directive establishes that migrants shall be afforded an effective remedy to appeal against or to seek review of decisions related to return, before a competent judicial or administrative authority. The Return Directive also provides for the possibility for the competent authorities to temporarily suspend the enforcement of a removal, pending a decision relating to return.

Civil society organisations monitoring the situation along the Melilla and Ceuta border fences report summary expulsions of people from Spanish soil and extensive violations of fundamental rights by border authorities and security forces.65

A video filmed on 13 August 2014 by the NGO Prodein in a camp on Gurugu Mountain in Morocco, reports violence used in response to migrants’ attempts to enter the Spanish territory and shows the death of a migrant.66 Highlighting that this was not an isolated incident, members of the European Parliament submitted a formal question to the European Commission to ask for an investigation to be started in relation to the situation in this area.67

In a reply dated 20 October 2014 to members of the European Parliament, the European Commission clarified that Spain has decided not to apply the EU Return Directive to migrants intercepted at the borders. While Article 2.2 (a)68 of the directive gives member states the prerogative to do so, the Commission stresses that, even if they do so, member states must still comply with the minimum guarantees laid out in the directive, as well as to ensure respect for the principle of non-refoulment and effective access to the asylum procedure.69

66 The video is available at http://vimeo.com/103407413.
However, in many cases, the lack of access to just remedy and reparation in the case of undocumented migrants in detention and in removal procedures, is not always ensured in practice. In particular, lack of access to justice is caused by extensive difficulties in accessing their right of information and access to legal aid. For detained migrants, having access to a legal representative and legal aid often provide the only safe opportunity to report complaints of past abuse or of violence inside the detention centres or as part of apprehension and removal procedures. Migrants who do not have access to legal representation face significant hurdles to advocating affectively for their own human rights, medical needs, and safety while in custody.

In cases where the Directive requires Member States to postpone the removal, such as when it would violate the principle of non-refoulement, Article 14(2) of the Return Directive requires Member States to provide the persons concerned with written confirmation that the return decision will temporarily not be enforced. Although such confirmation does not provide unreturnable migrants with a proper residence status, it constitutes written proof of the impossibility of their return before law enforcement authorities to avoid unlawful detention.

The European Ombudsperson, Emily O’Reilly, announced in October 2014 that her office has opened an investigation into how Frontex ensures respect of fundamental rights in the context of forced returns under the agency’s joint return operations (JROs). The EU Ombudsman addressed a list of questions to Frontex, including a question on how independent monitoring during JROs can be guaranteed. The inquiry is also looking at Frontex’s cooperation with national monitoring bodies as per Article 9(1b) of the Frontex Regulation and Article 8(6) of the Return Directive. In its letter to Frontex, Ms O’Reilly highlighted that “by their very nature, forced return operations have the potential to involve serious violations of fundamental rights. Through this investigation, I want to find out how Frontex is equipped to deal with potential violations and how it minimises the risk of such violations”.


68 Article 2.2 (a) of the Return Directive states: “Member States may decide not to apply this Directive to third-country nationals who: (a) are subject to a refusal of entry in accordance with Article 13 of the Schengen Borders Code, or who are apprehended or intercepted by the competent authorities in connection with the irregular crossing by land, sea or air of the external border of a Member State and who have not subsequently obtained an authorisation or a right to stay in that Member State”.

69 It is also to be noted that Spain has not explicitly stated the intention of applying the exception envisaged as part of Article 2.2 (a) of the Return Directive. The Spanish legal framework does not mention the possibility for the national authorities not to apply the safeguards—including the obligation on the member states to issue a removal decision—established within the Return Directive in line with Article 2.2 (a) of the Return Directive. The absence of explicit legal provisions in relation to this prevents migrants from having access to an effective remedy against their removal, as summary expulsions are carried out at the Spanish-Moroccan border in the absence of formal return decisions being issued to the returnees. This situation is causing serious concerns in relation to lack of compliance with the principle of the rule of law.
In relation with the principle of non-refoulement, it is important to note that it prohibits the return of a person to a country in which they would face a real risk of ill-treatment, such as torture and inhuman and degrading treatment, or where their life or freedom would be threatened on account of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion. Non-refoulement is a *jus cogens*, or fundamental principle of international law, and its definition may apply to a person who is refused access to vital medical treatment, as the hindrance itself would amount to persecution.

According to Article 15(4) of the Return Directive, “[W]hen it appears that a reasonable prospect of removal no longer exists for legal or other considerations, or the conditions laid down in paragraph 1 no longer exist, detention ceases to be justified and the person concerned shall be released immediately”. However, the Directive fails to include any obligation for Member States to issue a temporary residence permit where return of an irregularly staying third-country national has proven to be impossible, thus leaving unreturnable migrants in a “legal limbo” and often unable to access their fundamental rights, including access to healthcare, housing, education and justice.

The lack of access to justice of undocumented migrants in detention and in the removal process is also caused most specifically by the fact that procedures before the courts against a measure of deprivation of liberty in the case of migrants in detention often does not have a suspensive effect against the removal order. Migrants are thus deported before they have had a chance to access justice and claim just remedies and compensation.

The UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (WGAD) has reported that, despite recognition of detained migrants’ right to access justice through the courts in national and regional law, migrants are often deported before they are able to realise their right to access the courts. Further, the UN WGAD noted that compensation is rarely afforded mainly due to expulsion from the territory before proceedings can be initiated or completed.

The Council of Europe’s Committee for the Prevention of Torture (CPT) has conducted its first monitoring mission of a Frontex Joint Return Operation by air on a charter flight from Rotterdam, Netherlands, to Lagos, Nigeria. The countries participating in the joint operation were: Bulgaria, Germany, the Netherlands, Slovenia and Spain. The monitoring mission took place from 16 to 18 October 2013. In its final report on the monitoring mission, issued on 5 February 2015, the CPT stresses that the removal of migrants by air is becoming a widespread practice across Europe and highlights that these operations “entail a manifest risk of inhuman and degrading treatment (during preparation for the removal, the actual flight or when the removal is aborted)”. The CPT noted at some stages of the removal procedure an excessive use of physical constraints and highlights that one of the returnees was body-cuffed from 6.10am to 3.45pm, despite being under constant and close surveillance by escorts. Among its recommendations, the CPT stressed that an individual risk assessment should be carried out to justify the use of physical constraints and recommended that healthcare professionals on return flights should be equipped with emergency tools. The CPT also stressed that the returnees should always be prepared and informed about the removal procedure well in advance.

---

72 Ibid., para. 57.
ITALY

Ensuring procedural guarantees: the case of lack of protection

The right to judicial review of detention applies to persons subject to any form of deprivation of liberty, and requires that they have effective access to an independent court or tribunal to challenge the lawfulness of their detention, and that they or their representative have the opportunity to be heard before the court. Judicial review of detention must provide a practical, effective and accessible means of challenging detention.

The Return Directive states that, when a decision is made to detain, the detention order must be in “writing with reasons being given in fact and in law”. According to the Italian legislation, a detention order initially issued by the competent administrative authority (Questore), has to be validated, within the 48 hours following the notification of the decision, by a justice of the peace, who has jurisdictional competence in this area. As part of a hearing, to be held with the mandatory presence of a defense lawyer, and, if needed, of an interpreter, the justice of the peace must verify that the deadlines and procedural safeguards provided for by Article 13 and Article 14 of the Italian Immigration Law are respected.

Research carried out in Italy in 2014 shows that the judicial system currently in place does not guarantee adequate protection of fundamental rights of undocumented migrants, especially in relation to their rights to access to a due process and fair trial. As part of the study, the Observatory on Justice of the Peace’s Jurisprudence on Migration Issues (Osservatorio sulla Giurisprudenza del Giudice di pace in Materia di Immigrazione) collected and systematically analysed decisions adopted in 2013 and the first trimester of 2014 by justices of the peace in Rome, Bologna, Bari, Florence and Naples in relation to 639 cases concerning the validation or extension of detention of undocumented migrants for the purpose of identification and forced removal. The research highlights that the decisions are generally lacking sufficient motivations justifying detention. For example, researchers found that, in the case of the justice of the peace in Rome, of a total of 67 decisions analysed, 35 were motivated only through standard formulas (i.e. “Detention is approved”, in Italian: “Nulla osta al trattenimento”) and that 10 decisions were completely lacking a motivation. The research also highlights that alternatives to detention are generally not provided, with the exception of the justice of the peace in Florence and in Bologna, where alternatives to detention were applied in four cases between January and March 2014.

The preliminary report of the research further reveals that, even in a case in which the migrant was already in possession of the tickets to leave the country, the justice of the peace considered that there were conditions to justify detention, and subsequently validated the detention order, although recognizing the migrant’s will to leave the country.

The research highlights serious gaps in the knowledge and application of international human rights law and EU law during the validation of detention orders and extension hearings. The situation highlighted by the research and legal practitioners in Italy amounts to the risk of violations of the right to judicial review of detention, under articles 5.4 of the European Convention of Human Rights, articles 9.4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and 6 and 47 of the EU Charter on Fundamental Rights for lack of adequate reasoning.

74 Article 15.2, EU Return Directive.
75 Article 14.4, Italian Immigration Law.
76 For more information see: Osservatorio sulla Giurisprudenza del Giudice di pace in Materia di Immigrazione http://giudicedipace.giur.uniroma3.it/.
CONCLUSIONS

PICUM is particularly concerned that the increasing practice of administrative detention for migration purposes is not systematically accompanied by legal guarantees and human rights protection for detained migrants. While the Return Directive does contain fundamental rights guarantees for migrants in the process of return (articles 14-18), these principles are often not applied in most EU countries.80

PICUM is also concerned that apprehension practices and measures criminalising irregular entry and irregular stay disproportionately interfere with the fundamental rights of undocumented migrants. Across Europe, it is particularly striking to witness apprehensions of undocumented migrants close to service providers, such as public schools or hospitals, as these practices seriously undermine undocumented migrants’ fundamental rights to access health care, education and the rights to security and physical integrity.81 Additionally, national legislation may often require public authorities and service providers to report irregular entry or irregular stay to immigration authorities. The promotion and implementation of a correct monitoring of the practices undertaken by state authorities to detect, arrest and eventually deport undocumented migrants would ensure a better protection of migrants’ fundamental rights.

The Fundamental Rights Agency of the European Union (FRA) has reported that, while states have a right to control immigration, certain enforcement measures, such as reporting obligations, data sharing, or arresting migrants in front of schools, have a negative and often disproportionate impact on the effective exercise of the fundamental rights of irregular migrants.82 In collaboration with member states as well as civil society, the FRA has developed guidelines for immigration enforcement officials.83 These common principles and guidelines have been included in the minutes of the Contact Committee established under the Return Directive to support Member States in a fundamental rights compliant application of Article 6(1).84

80 This for example has been witnessed by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants who, as part of his country visits to Italy, Greece, Tunisia and Turkey, repeatedly witnessed inadequate procedures for detention, including the failure to guarantee proper legal representation, lack of access for detainees to consular services, and interpretation or translation services, lack of appropriate detection procedures for vulnerable individuals and lack of recourse to effective remedies. See: Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, François Crépeau, 24 April 2013, A/HRC/23/46, available at: http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/HRCouncil/RegularSession/Session23/A.HRC.23.46_en.pdf.

81 In the recently concluded Joint Police Operation “Mos Maiorum” launched by the Italian Presidency of the European Union in October 2014, a total of 19,234 undocumented migrants (9,890 at the external EU borders and 9,344 within the EU territory) were apprehended. The operation took place from 13 to 26 October 2014 and was jointly conducted by all EU member states except Croatia, Greece and Ireland, with the technical and analytical support of Frontex and Europol. The number of apprehensions as part of the operation Mos Maiorum is significantly higher than the total reported as part of the previous operation “Perkunas”, which led to the apprehension of a total of 10,459 migrants over an equal period of two weeks in September-October 2013. For more information see: Statewatch, 23 January 2014, available at: http://statewatch.org/news/2015/jan/mm-final-report.html.


In political and media discourses, irregular migration is often described as constituting a threat to state sovereignty and security. However, it is often a misperception that irregular migrants threaten either state sovereignty or security. It needs to be corrected through careful and objective analysis and contextualisation of available data and through the use of correct terminology. For example, while detention is used as a mechanism for states to control migration, research has found that detention is not an effective deterrent of irregular migrants and asylum seekers in either destination or transit contexts.

A study developed by the International Detention Coalition in 2011 highlights that detention fails to impact on the choice of destination country and does not reduce numbers of irregular arrivals, as undocumented migrants are usually not aware of detention policies in the country of destination and do not convey the deterrence message in their countries of origin. The study also underlined that, rather than being influenced primarily by immigration policies such as detention, migrants usually choose destinations where they will be reunited with family or friends; where they believe they will be in a safe, tolerant and democratic society; where there are historical links between their country and the destination country; or where they can already speak the language of the destination country.

In May 2011, a Global Roundtable organised by OHCHR and UNHCR on the issue of alternatives to migration-related detention concluded that there is no empirical evidence that detention deters irregular migration, despite the often significant cost to States of maintaining such a detention infrastructure. The political sensitivity of the issue of irregular migration generally outweighs its numerical significance and the increasing securitisation and criminalisation of cross-border movements of people. Irregular migration does occur in significant numbers, but it represents a fairly small proportion of

---

85 See for example: F. Crépeau, D. Nakache, “Controlling Irregular Migration in Canada. Reconciling Security Concerns with Human Rights Protection”, 1 February 2006, pp. 3-6, available at: http://irpp.org/wp-content/uploads/assets/research/diversity-immigration-and-integration/new-research-article-4/vol12no1.pdf. As part of their research, Crépeau and Nakache highlight that “[…] recently, states whose sovereignty is affected by many aspects of globalization in the economic and social fields, have tried to regain political ground by emphasizing their traditional mission, that of national security. In the past two decades, the phenomenon of the “securitization” of the public sphere has emerged. This phenomenon is defined as the overall process of turning a policy issue (such as drug trafficking or international migration) into a security issue”.


90 For example, it could be noted that, for the year 2013, the total number of visas issued at EU level (13.8 million), plus the number of new residence permits issued over the same period (2.5 million), amounts to a very low statistical rate, if compared to the total of 115,305 refusals at EU external borders reported by Frontex. (i.e. 0.7%). See Eurostat data on residence permits: http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/Residence_permits_statistics. Data on visas issued at EU level is available at: Frontex Annual Risk Analysis 2013, p. 16: http://www.frontex.europa.eu/assets/Publications/Risk_Analysis/Annual_Risk_Analysis_2013.pdf.
total migration\(^{91}\) and consistent and inclusive policies that avoid further categorisation of vulnerable groups and that promote social inclusion shall therefore be adopted. The current emphasis on border control in Europe significantly overshadows the need to address other causes of irregularity, such as inadequate visa and residence policies, administrative failures and difficulties in understanding the complex procedures of residence and work permits.\(^{92}\)

Finally, it is important to stress that, in the process of forced return, issues concerning reintegration of migrants into the local society and access to justice and redress mechanisms for migrants who have suffered violations during their migration process or return procedures, including experiences of violence and labour law violations, should be addressed. Policies directed at the sustainable and safe reintegration and access to justice for returned migrants should include access to legal aid and active labour market policies, taking into account the specific national and international labour market needs.

---


92 For more information see: M. LeVoy and K. Soova, “How Relevant, Effective and Humane is the EU Border Control Regime?”, Government Gazette, March 2013.
Based on the impacts on undocumented migrants of the provisions established within the Return Directive as identified by PICUM members, this position paper aims at informing the debate on possible further development of the EU return policy by providing concrete policy recommendations concerning the situation faced by undocumented migrants within the return process.

In light of the reasons detailed above, PICUM calls for EU and national policy makers to take into account and to give careful consideration to the following recommendations:

1. **Return policies should be focused on ensuring migrants’ fundamental rights through independent and systematic monitoring of return procedures.**
   
   Human rights concerns should always be the main focus of EU policies concerning migration and return. Cooperation between civil society organisations and state institutions on monitoring returns should be further explored. Effective, independent and systematic external monitoring of return procedures across Europe should be established.

2. **Viable alternatives to detention should be promoted.**
   
   Viable alternatives to detention should be promoted and adopted, in accordance with the requirements of the Return Directive. The use of detention for migration purposes involves the deprivation of liberty for the administrative convenience of States and has a very detrimental impact on migrants’ human rights, particularly on children and their families.

3. **Children should never be detained.**
   
   The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has stated that detention of a child because of their or their parent’s migration status always constitutes a child rights violation and contravenes the principle of the best interests of the child. Relevant national and regional legislative frameworks and migration policies should be adapted accordingly.

4. **Procedural safeguards and access to justice shall be granted to all migrants in detention or within the return procedure.**
   
   The effective implementation at national level of the procedural safeguards and minimum standards established within the Return Directive should be ensured. Infringement proceedings should be launched in case of violation or ineffective implementation of its measures. Access to justice shall be ensured to all migrants in the process of return, including access to: legal representation and legal aid, access to justice and labour redress mechanisms, interpretation and translation services, consular authorities and NGOs, and asylum procedures.
5. Unremovable migrants should not be detained and should be granted leave to remain.

Where return is not possible for technical or other reasons, or where it would be inhumane, people should not be detained and should be granted leave to remain. At the moment of release, unremoveable migrants should receive documents proving their former stay in detention, including the reason for release and prohibition of detention. Durable solutions for migrants who cannot be returned should be explored and unreturnable migrants should be granted access to a regular residence status and access to social services, including housing, healthcare and education.

6. A clear firewall should be established in the process of detection and apprehension of undocumented migrants.

In line with the guidelines developed by the EU Fundamental Rights Agency on apprehension of irregular migrants, apprehension of migrants in an irregular situation should not entail a violation of undocumented migrants’ fundamental rights. As highlighted by the EU Fundamental Rights Agency, “return policy objectives can be met effectively, without having to resort to apprehension measures which may disproportionately affect fundamental rights” of undocumented migrants. Public officials and service providers should not be required to report undocumented migrants to immigration authorities. Service providers should eliminate information sharing with immigration authorities; immigration enforcement action should not be conducted in or near service provision. Detection procedures of the immigration authorities should not be conducted in such a way as to disproportionately discourage undocumented migrant families from accessing essential services.

7. Ensure the suspensive effect against removal of complaints challenging a detention decision.

It is recommended that proceedings to challenges of immigration detention decisions must be suspensive to avoid expulsion prior to the case-by-case examination of migrants under administrative detention. Further, training and capacity building for the authorities responsible for establishing and enforcing the relevant procedures, as well as of the judiciary, is identified as crucial to ensure that the procedures exist and are actually applied, including to non-nationals.
